Abstract. The lining of tunnel is the principal part in ensuring its usage for transportation or utilities. Maintenance during operation is the way to keep structure in the state of high performance. To consider the efficiency of maintenance within limited resources (maintenance cost), state-oriented maintenance (SOM) approach is proposed. The SOM approach takes service state of the tunnel lining as a levelled target which should be maintained by different degrees of repairing measures. The evolution of service state of tunnel lining is modelled as a non-stationary Gamma process in this investigation, as this process can characteristic the variations of degradation rates. Two cases of numerical analysis with SOM approach give their lifetime maintenance costs. Case one (MS-1) sets SOM strategy with two-levelled service state. The other case (MS-2) adopts SOM strategy with multi-levelled service state. The numerical results demonstrate that the later one would reduce maintenance cost during the whole service life of tunnel lining.
Introduction
Tunnels constructed in urban cites, such as metro system or underground roads, are important infrastructures relating to people's life security. The lining of tunnel is the principal part in ensuring its usage for transportation or utilities, so it requires high-level safety and excellent performance during its whole service life. However, many surveys on tunnel linings show that they deteriorated in their early ages of service life, of which several severe deteriorations have happened and caused accidents in the past decades (Yuan et al. 2012) . In order to maintain the service performance of tunnel structure, repairing or inspection activities are required to be scientific planned and carried out. On the other hand, the repair and inspection work of tunnel lining is very heavy, but the maintenance budget is limit. Thus, the maintenance is becoming a stressing job for the operating company of tunnel.
Maintenance strategy is the method of allocating maintenance resources to improve maintenance effects, and it is becoming more important in current situation. Research on maintenance strategy is booming in recent years (Do et al. 2015; Ponchet et al. 2012) , and the maintenance strategy of tunnel begins to attract people's attention (Baji et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017) . In the framework of maintenance strategy, usually a non-periodic inspection policy is proposed to establish the correspondence function between degradation indicator and inspection interval, and the policy will be optimized base on a predictive model in lifetime maintenance. This non-periodic inspection policy has been both applied to one-unit degradation system (Grall et al. 2002) and two-unit degradation system (Castanier et al. 2005) . Also, the periodic inspection policy (Neves et al. 2011 ) and multi-variable degradation systems (Barker, Newby 2009 ) are studied in other kinds of maintenance strategies. However, current researches have paid a lot of attention on inspection policy, but there is less study on the criterion of repairing action. Also, repeated shut down or failure are allowed in above maintenance strategies (Jardine et al. 2006) , which is impracticable and rarely happened in civil engineering structures. Thus, directly extrapolate the above maintenance strategies to civil engineering structure is unsuitable.
Usually the service states are only classified as normal and failure, which represents the view in industrial engineering. But for the civil engineering structures, limit states are distinguished as ultimate and serviceability. In order to demonstrate the progressive degradation of structural performance, the service states can be divided into several levels (Yuan et al. 2012; Kavussi et al. 2017) . The levelled service states demonstrate the degradation process of civil engineering structure, which is an extension of the concept of limit states. Also, the repairing measures for structures can be classified into different degrees according to their intensity and cost. Thus, how to choose repairing measures for different levels of service states is worth studying. In maintenance practice, the arrangement of repairing actions during the service life will also affect maintenance costs and effectiveness.
State-oriented maintenance (SOM) approach is proposed in this paper. The SOM approach takes service state of the structure as a levelled target which should be maintained by different degrees of repairing measures. The evolution of service state of tunnel lining is modelled as non-stationary Gamma process in this investigation, as this process can characteristic the variation of degradation rate. Two cases of numerical analysis with SOM approach give their lifetime maintenance costs, which represent two different classifications of service states. Case one (MS-1) sets SOM strategy with two-levelled service state. The other case (MS-2) adopts SOM strategy with multi-levelled service state. Finally, discussions and conclusions of SOM approach are drawn from the results of numerical investigation.
State-oriented maintenance (SOM)

Assessment of service state
Different from the commonly used degradation indicator in maintenance strategy, service state comprehensively represents the service performance of structure other than one aspect. At present, the assessment of service state of tunnel lining usually adopts analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method (JTG H12-2015 (JTG H12- 2015 . Determining the weight of different indicators is an important step for adopting this method, many scholars have conducted research in this area. For example, Li et al. (2017) proposed a regression method to get the weight of different defects from expert opinions in assessing the service condition of metro shield tunnel. Fuzzy method and AHP evaluation procedure are also applied to the health evaluation of structure (Zhang et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2017; Lyu et al. 2018 ). The differences between their studies are the division of hierarchical structure and estimation methods of weight index, but they all adopt a systematic evaluation method and integrate multiple indicators to comprehensively reflect the service performance of structure.
Assessment of service state of tunnel can be completed by two steps: (1) calculating the index of service state; (2) categorize it into different service states by predefined threshold values of different service states. The whole tunnel structure can be divided into many rings of tunnel lining, and one ring of tunnel lining consists of segments, sealants and bolts, as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, the index of service state of whole tunnel structure can be calculated by Eqn (1) with considering inspection time:
In Eqn (1), the i w is the weight of one ring of tunnel lining, ( ) i x t is the service state index of one ring of tunnel lining at inspection time, and ( ) X t is the service state index of whole tunnel structure. The assessment of one ring of tunnel lining is similar, just calculating the product of the score and weight of all belonging components. It should be noted that the assessment of one ring of tunnel lining generally subject to the worst component, as shown in Eqn (2), in which ( ) ij x t is the score of one component belonging to the ring of tunnel lining:
There are different methods of classifying the service state of tunnel. One method is just setting one threshold to distinguish the normal state and failure state, which is call two-levelled service state. This ordinary method is widely used in current maintenance strategies. Another method considers different kinds of service states of structure. By setting several thresholds according to degradation process of structure, the service states of structure can be In the progressively degradation of tunnel, it is supposed that the durability of structure is firstly affected, then the feasibility of structure is interfered, and finally is the arising of safety problem. Thus, ( ) X t can be categorized into 5 levels from the view of multi-levelled service state, which are: normal (Level I, ( ) 1
. The descriptions and definitions of multi-levelled service state of structure are shown in Table 1 .
It should be noted that deterioration will progressively affect the performance of structure, and it is reflected on the development of index of service state ( ) X t . In Table 1 , reaching threshold 2 S means that the structure is going to lose its durability, reaching threshold 3 S means that the structure is going to lose its feasibility and reaching threshold 4 S means that the structure is going to lose its safety.
State-oriented maintenance approach
The state-oriented maintenance (SOM) approach takes the levels of service state as the criteria of planning different degrees of repairing measures. As presented in previous section, there are two kinds of viewpoints in classifying the service states of structure. One kind of view thinks that the service states should be divided more delicately so that the implementation of maintenance activities could be more refined. Another kind of view considers two service states (safe and failure) of structure. The proposed SOM approach can both deal with the two viewpoints. SOM approach with multi-levelled service state is shown in Figure 2 , where multiple service states and multiple repairing measures are mapped with each other. In this situation, service state index ( ) X t decides which level this structure should be assessed, then the corresponding repairing measure is prescribed according to SOM approach.
Similarly, SOM approach with two-levelled service state is rather simple, the service state can only be assessed as safe or failed through a threshold value. In corrective maintenance, the repair actions are only carried out when the structure is failed. In preventive maintenance, repair action will preventively conduct before the structure is going to fail, as shown in Figure 3 .
The difference of SOM approach dealing with the two viewpoints is that there are more degrees of repairing measures for multi-levelled service state. In order to better illustrate SOM approach, more specific examples of SOM approach dealing with a multi-levelled service state and a two-levelled service state are compared in Table 2 . In multi-levelled service state, the repairing measures are categorized into different degrees (minor repair, medium repair and major repair) according to their effects and costs. S X t S ≤ < Seriously deteriorated. The deterioration of service performance is severe, most normal usages and functionalities of structure are affected but will not lead to safety problems.
The structure has safety problem, and it should be abandoned or rehabilitated. The purpose of proposing SOM approach is to optimize maintenance process and improve the efficiency of repairing activities. In order to implement SOM approach to tunnel lining, two problems must be solved, which are the modelling of evolution of service state considering the variation of degradation rate and the effects of repairing activities in degradation model.
Modelling the degradation process
In SOM approach, modelling the degradation process is necessary, because the optimization of maintenance strategy has to be conducted base on the lifetime prediction of degradation process. The stochastic model is recommended for simulating the degradation of structures subjected to gradual deterioration (Nicolai et al. 2007; Zambon et al. 2017) . Generally, it is reasonable to assume that the deterioration level of tunnel structure will gradually become severe with time if no repairing activity is applied, and it can be regarded as a monotonic process. The characteristic of a gamma process is that it is strictly monotonically increasing with independent and non-negative increments having a Gamma distribution with identical scale parameters (Van Noortwijk 2009; Strauss et al. 2017) . Thus, we propose the Gamma process as the stochastic model for simulating the degradation process of tunnel lining.
Modelling the variation of degradation rate
Non-stationary Gamma process
The following describes a stationary Gamma process. Assuming a random quantity X has a Gamma distribution with shape parameter 0 α > and scale parameter 0, β > and its probability density function is given by:
where ( ) ( )
x ∈ ∞ and ( ) ( ) X t be the index of service state of the structure at time t , and its degradation is a Gamma process with shape parameter α and scale parameter β . Then this Gamma degradation process has the following properties:
= with probability of one;
X t has independent increment. The probability density function (PDF), expectation and variance at time t are given by:
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the first passage time can be easily derived from the probability distribution of ( ) X t . The CDF of the Gamma process ( )
Ga
F t z , which can be written as:
where ( )
is the Gamma function for all 0 x ≥ and 0 α > . The advantage of modeling degradation process through Gamma process is that the required mathematical calculations are relatively straightforward.
However, the degradation process may accelerate or decelerate with time due to different conditions during the service life of structure. Thus, the evolution of service state of tunnel structure does not strictly follow a stationary Gamma process. A time-transformation method is proposed to model non-stationary Gamma process (Nicolai et al. 2007 ). Thus, this mathematical transformation can be used to characteristic the variation of degradation rate of tunnel structure.
For example, the time is transformed to a variable via a non-decreasing function ( )
, to obtain a nonstationary degradation process. There are several time- 
The PDF of ( ) X t is:
and the CDF of the first passage time for a non-stationary Gamma process ( ) 
Parameter estimation
In order to apply the Gamma process to practical modeling of tunnel structure, the commonly used maximum likelihood method is applied in this research. Consider a non-stationary Gamma process ( ) 
Assuming independent observations and given the maximum likelihood estimators of parameters in Gamma process, the structural degradation of metro tunnel can be predicted via Eqn (3).
Modelling the effects of repairing activities
The repairing activities for structure can be categorized into imperfect maintenance according the concepts in industrial engineering, which is different from perfect maintenance (Nicolai et al. 2009 Figure 5 ); 3. Grouting reinforcement of foundation. They mainly have two kinds of effects: 1. Reducing degradation rate; 2. Reducing service state index, which reduce the level of service state indirectly. In practice, the repairing measures may reduce service state index and degradation rate at the same time, but in this research the two kinds of effects are considered as individual for simplicity. Referring to Table 2, usually the major and medium repair are designed to significantly improve the service performance of structure, thus they are suitable to be modelled as reduce service state index. The minor repair has limit effect on improving service performance of structure, and it is suitable to be modelled as the reduction of degradation rate.
Reducing service state index
Assuming ( )
A t is the effect of maintenance measure,
( )
X t
− is the service state index of structure before maintenance, and ( ) X t + is the service state index after maintenance. Thus, the reduction of service state index is: Figure 4 . Simulating the variation of degradation rate by non-stationary Gamma processes
Considering the accuracy of repairing activities is not high, the value of ( ) A t can be assumed as a random val-
ue. Assuming ( )
A t is random value follows uniform distribution, as shown in Eqn (13), which 0 a = , ( )
. It is expressed as:
Thus, after implementing repairing activity, the effect is reflected as a random reduction of service state index (means the service state improved) on the degradation process.
Reducing degradation rate
In addition to the effect of reducing service state index, the imperfect maintenance may also change the degradation rate of structure. For example, some repair measures may enhance the resistance of structure, therefore the degradation rate in the follow-up deterioration process will slowdown, which also achieved the purpose of reducing risk.
In Gamma degradation process, the reduction of degradation rate can be simulated by changing the shape parameter of the Gamma process (Do et al. 2015) . However, the degradation rate cannot be reduced without limitation. After several identical repairs, the maintenance effect will remain unchanged. Assuming α is the shape parameter of the Gamma process before applying maintenance measure, and d i     is the effect of the th i repair, which is a coefficient between 0 and 1. The new shape parameter * α after applying th i maintenance measure can be modeled by:
In numerical modelling, this intervention leads the degradation to a more smoothly developed process, which delays the arriving time of ultimate service states.
Formation of the problem
Problem description
In this study, SOM approach dealing with different classifications of service state will be investigated. Multi-levelled service state represents a refine maintenance method; otherwise the two-levelled service state represents an extensive maintenance method. The two methods adopting SOM approach cooperated with periodic inspection policies constitute two maintenance strategies, which are MS-1 and MS-2. Their effects are compared through numerical simulation of a real tunnel in the light of lifetime maintenance cost under safety requirement.
The details of the two maintenance strategies are shown in Table 3 . It should be noted that the assumptions of different degrees of repairing measures in SOM approach refer to Section 2.2, and the preventive repair in two-levelled service state is the same with major repair in multi-levelled service state.
In order to get the minimum lifetime maintenance cost of different maintenance strategies under safety requirement, the parameters of the two maintenance strate- Figure 5 . Implementing steel plate bond reinforcement for metro tunnels Maintenance threshold: S Inspection interval: τ gies should be optimized at the same time. In general, the threshold for whether a structure enters a dangerous state (failure) is known and can be learned from previous experiments or calculations. Therefore, the parameters that need to be optimized in the two maintenance strategies are inspection interval and maintenance thresholds, as shown in Table 3 .
Mathematical formulation
The proposing problem involves non-stationary Gamma process and imperfect maintenance modelling, which is difficult to apply the theoretical formulas in the calculation of lifetime maintenance cost in this case (Van, Béren-guer 2012) . In this study, we propose a simulation-based method to calculate the expected number of repairing actions and failures during the service life of tunnel structure. The lifetime maintenance cost can be computed by:
where lifetime C is the lifetime maintenance cost during service life of tunnel structure. insp N is the number of inspection during service life, and insp C is the cost per inspection. Assuming there are m types repairing methods of the tunnel. One constraint of the optimization is that the probability of failure during the service life should be lower than a threshold level. The probability of failure of tunnel structure during service life can be estimated from ( ) f E N if the numbers of simulations are large enough. From the standards of tunnel structure, the value of probability of failure should be less than 
Optimization algorithm
There are various methods for solving the maintenance and rehabilitation optimization of large infrastructure systems (Farran, Zayed 2015; Liu, Madanat 2015; Marzouk, Omar 2013; Zhu et al. 2015; Jin et al. 2016 Jin et al. , 2017 Yin et al. 2018) . The optimization algorithm employed in SOM approach is the nested enumeration algorithm. Take MS-1 as an example, assume k denotes the parameters in maintenance strategy, n is the number of simulations of the degradation model, and t is the service time of tunnel structure in one simulation. The algorithm will firstly check the condition of the system at every time step, and a failure will be recorded if the condition indicator exceeds 4 S (it is F in MS-2). Otherwise if the system is safe, the algorithm will check whether it's time to conduct an inspection. Corresponding types of repairing measures will apply if the inspected condition indicator exceeds i S (it is S in MS-2), and the next inspection time is also scheduled based on a periodic inspection plan. Numbers of failure, inspection and repair are calculated in each lifetime simulation with different maintenance strategy parameters. At last, the lifetime maintenance costs with different parameters are calculated by Eqn (15), and the minimum maintenance cost and its strategy parameters fulfill the requirement of structural safety is chosen as the optimal ones.
The procedure of the nested enumeration algorithm for SOM approach is presented in Figure 6 , which takes MS-1 as an example.
Numerical investigation
Degradation modelling of investigated tunnel
The SOM approach is investigated with tunnel structures of Shanghai Metro Line 1. The investigated tunnel is the interval tunnel from South Huangpi Road Station to People Square Station, which is constructed by shield tunneling method and put into operation in 1995. The outer radius of the tunnel segmental ring is 6.2 m, and the inner radius is 5.5 m. The tunnel is buried in soft soil areas, consisting of mainly silty clay or mucky clay with very weak performance.
As the service time of tunnel structure increases, the deterioration of structural performance is observed. Among the different kinds of defects in metro tunnel, the convergence is the most representative and critical one. It is usually considered to be the conclusive indicator in assessing the service condition of tunnels (Ai et al. 2016) . To simplify the hierarchical analysis process of service state assessment, the convergence is used as the indicator of service state of investigated tunnel in this numerical investigation. It should be noted that in the practical implementation of SOM approach, the service state of structure should be assessed comprehensively, from aspects including safety, serviceability, durability and so on.
The previously proposed non-stationary Gamma process with power time transformation is applied to simulate the degradation process of investigated tunnel. Assume the time transformation function of shape parameter in the non-stationary Gamma process as q ct , and the scale parameter is β . Its parameters are estimated by the maximum likelihood method based on the inspection data. Table 4 shows the statistics of the increments of convergence for different time periods during service life. The data is collected from 823 segmental rings of the investigated tunnel (Ye 2007) . It should be noted that 0 t is the time when the tunnel started operation. By Eqn (11), the estimates of the parameters are obtained as c = 1.3211, q = 0.5063 and β = 0.1578. The simulation of investigated tunnel structure is shown in Figure 7 . It is observed that the monitoring data mostly falls within the ranges of degradation processes, implying that the degradation modelling is reasonable.
Assumptions of maintenance strategy
Based on the above research, the effects of different degrees of repairing measures (minor repair, medium repair and major repair) are assumed, as shown in Table 5 . Note that the minor repair is assumed as the reduction of degradation rate; medium and major repairs are simulated as different reduction of service state index.
The cost of maintenance measure is also important question. Considering the complexity of maintenance measures, usually the assumptions of maintenance costs are connected with the degrees of maintenance measures. Table 6 lists the costs of failure and different repairing measures. Th e cost of preventive repair in two-levelled service state is the same with major repair in multi-levelled service state in SOM approach. Major repair (= preventive repair) 500
Rehabilitation 500000 Figure 7 . Degradation modelling of investigated tunnel structure Reducing degradation rate:
Preventive repair
Improving service state index: , , 20,140
In general, the threshold of whether a structure enters a Dangerous state (Failure) is known and can be learned from previous experiments or calculations. Therefore, the parameters that need to be optimized in maintenance strategies are the inspection interval and thresholds for different service states. Their ranges for searching the optimal values are shown in Table 7 .
Results of numerical investigation
In maintenance strategy MS-1 and MS-2, the inspection interval and thresholds of different service states / i S S are optimized simultaneously. Due to the adoption of SOM approach, there are many parameters to be optimized in MS-1, and its optimal solution needs to be calculated through multi-dimensional search. In contrast, MS-2 only has two parameters, and it needs less computation than MS-1.
Through the analysis of calculation results in global domain, it is found that MS-1 has lower maintenance cost with lower failure probability under the combinations of { 2 S = 120, 3 S = 140}, { 2 S = 100, 3 S = 140}, or { 2 S = 100, and 3 S = 120}. Thus, it is not necessary to focus on the impact of 2 S and 3 S because they are not sensitive parameters. Figure 8(a) shows the contour map of maintenance costs of MS-1 varying with parameters τ and 1 S , in the case of 2 S = 100, 3 S = 120. In this combination of parameters, the optimal location is marked as a star in the contour plot. As a comparison, Figure 8(b) shows the contour plot of maintenance cost of MS-2, and the optimal parameters for this strategy are τ = 4 and S = 110.
According to the density features of contour plot in Figure 8 , the maintenance cost of the two maintenance strategies is more sensitive to inspection interval . In order to compare the effects of MS-1 and MS-2 from a more directly view, the maintenance costs varying with different inspection intervals of the two under their optimal maintenance thresholds are shown in Figure 9 . It can be observed that the lifetime cost of MS-1 is much lower than MS-2, which indicates that MS-1 is better than MS-2 in most conditions. Considering classification of service state, inspection, lifetime maintenance cost and probability of failure, the results of two maintenance strategies are comprehensively compared in Table 8. MS-1 sets the service state as a multi-levelled criterion for choosing different degrees of repairing measures, which represents a refined maintenance method. On the other hand, MS-2 adopts two-levelled service state only consisting of safe and failure, so it can be regarded as an extensive maintenance method. Their difference is that MS-1 has different degrees of repairing activities to choose. Thus, the results of numerical investigation show that when there are different degrees of repairing measures available and minor or medium repair is more effective/cheaper in SOM approach, the maintenance strategy adopting multi-levelled services state will greatly reduce the maintenance cost during the whole service life of tunnel structure.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a SOM approach to investigate the efficiency of maintenance strategies. SOM approach takes the level of service state as criteria for selecting repairing measures. Two representative maintenance strategies, which are multi-levelled service state and two-levelled service state, are compared in the view of lifetime maintenance cost. The numerical investigations of the two maintenance strategies show that: 1. SOM approach is able to deal with maintenance strategies adopting different classifications of service state, and their effects can be compared by optimization algorithms in the view of lifetime maintenance cost. 2. Minor or medium repairing measures implemented in the early deterioration stage of tunnel will postpone more severe damages happen and reduces lifetime maintenance cost. 3. The maintenance strategy adopting multi-levelled service state (MS-1) can greatly reduce maintenance cost, which is better than MS-2. Although there are still several limitations, such as the idealized degradation assumption of Gamma process and negligence of extreme effects, SOM approach is validated to be an effective method for allocating resources in the maintenance of tunnel.
